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Design Idea

I have created a mini collection with a print that’s inspired by Rita Rossi’s print Camouflage.
I have made a print in three different sizes and in diffrent colourways on the bags. My collection is based on one jacket and
two bags. I was inspired by the horisental and vertical lines on the print, the name camouflage, the fact that you are hidding something
and the form on the bags. All of these factors were inspired from the uppcoming trend but also from two diffrent sizes that were most used. I came up with the name
Draw the line, because I feel that the most import part about my collection is the print I have created. It’s a print that can be used in many other products, colors and will last a
long time, this is Draw The Line.
The process:
Firstly I made the pattern by just looking at Rita’s pattern and the first thing that I noticed was the lines, so I started to make lines in diffrent ways
and I started to like the one with vertical and horisontal lines. I made the pattern in different colors and I thought it looked like a sport print so I created a jacket by looking
at the trend for 20/21 and saw that volume and boxy was showing up in fashion snoops and fashion shows so I made an longer boxy jacket with sport influence.
I just started to design bags because I wanted to try the print on diffrent products and I liked the way it looked on bags and especialy on rounder bags with a
straight pattern, the look it gave was sporty but it also looked like an exotic zebra print.
The Jacket:
It’s a functional jacket that you can have in the rain and it is made in degradebale polyester fabric and has two pockets in the front.
The jacket has a zipper in the front to make it easy to put on. It has volume and is longer because a big trend for 20/21 is boxy and oversized silhuettes. I made
a black and white print with red details on the jacket like the sleeves,the back and pockets. I also made a black jacket with silver
details on the print and on the zipper and seams.
The big bag:
The big bag is in leather material and is available in two diffrent colours, one in orange with black details and one in white with beige
detailes. It’s a bigger bag that works for school, work or when you need to carry a lot of things.
The small bag:
The small bag is also in leather material, however it has an adjustable drawstring around the opening to close the bag.
It is made in three different colours; two white ones, one with black details and a beige shoulder strap. The other one has an
orange shoulder strap and a more colourful print with orange, blue and red lines. This bag is a bit smaller for occasions when you only need to
carry the essentials.
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